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Ratings

Circulation
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Impressions



Traditional mass media business model:

Content

All things to all people

Content

Advertising
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Everyone
is 

equally

Traditional mass media business model
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equally
important
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Type Click Touch



Big Data
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©TechCrunch



Demographics…

Traditional mass media business model
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…are now just stereotypes



Big Data is audience behavior data 
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“The more insight a publisher has into 
its audience, the more it can charge 
advertisers.”  Alan Pearlstein, Cross-Pixel Media, Ad Age, 8/8/11



Two types of web analytics data 

Behavioral research

What people did 
as captured by 
an action taken on a keyboard or mouse

What people say they did
what they think
and

why 
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Attitudinal research





Who came to our site?  
e.g., previous vs. new; high vs. low potential

How did they get here?

What did they look at?

Questions for an e-commerce company
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What did they look at?

Were they successful in getting 
what they wanted?

-- Corey Koberg, Cardinal Path 



“Current and potential 
customers who typed in “t-
shirts” in Google arrived on 
our t-shirts landing page.

A simple e-commerce data story

12
-- Corey Koberg, Cardinal Path 

1.5% of them made a purchase.”



Who came to our site?  
e.g., previous vs. new; high vs. low potential

How did they get here?

What did they look at?

Questions for a news org
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What did they look at?

Were they successful in getting 
what they wanted?



Our site had 5 million unique visitors 
last year.

Last Tuesday one story got 27,495 
page views.  

The average time spent on our site last 
week was one hour and 40 minutes!  
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page views.  

We have 48,702 Twitter 
followers. 

We have over 25,000  
likes on our Facebook 
page. 



How can we 
grow site 
traffic?

Defining success starts with asking the right question 
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How can we meet 
the needs of our 
audiences?



What actions indicate engagement? 

Visit, regularly 

Read/view content, a lot 
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Read/view content, a lot 

Interact, often
-- rate, print, vote, take a poll, click on an ad
-- share, e-mail, comment, contribute
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Story count vs. traffic by topic gives 
info on what content is working or not 
given how resources are allocated Any info input by a user gives 

invaluable information on what 
people want – and what it expects 
the site to have



Unique visitors

visit
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visit a 

site

and generate

page 
views



Strong vs.weak metrics

Strong metrics give clear indicators 
and are useful tools 

Weakmetrics…

-- are conceptually flawed
c. Kyle Taylor 
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-- are conceptually flawed
“so what?” counts

-- are technically flawed
due to the way metrics systems 
like Google Analytics collect data

…give mixed signals
and can lead to bad decisions 

c. Kyle Taylor 



WNYC 
web server

Rebekah

Rebekah’s 

A web site visitor is just one computer 
asking another to send a page
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Rebekah’s 
PC



WNYC 
web server

Rebekah’s work PC

Rebekah’s tablet

1 actual person with 5 devices…
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Rebekah’s home computer

Rebekah’s personal 
phone

Rebekah’s work phone

…is 
counted 

as 5
unique 
visitors



14 actual people using 1 computer…
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…is counted as 

1 unique visitor

Schools
Libraries



Over-
counted?
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Under-
counted?

counted?

You will never know!



Are more page views good?

Are fewer page views bad?

They must like our 
content.

They don’t find what 
they want.
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After we added dynamic content, page 
views dropped.  

They don’t find what 
they want.

After our redesign, they found what they 
wanted more quickly. 
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visits

Visits

“Visits represent the number of individual sessions 
initiated by all the visitors to your site.” 
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visits

Google Analytics: The Difference Between Clicks, Visits, Visitors, Pageviews, and Unique Pageviews

or sessions



Are more visits good?  Always.

More people are visiting our site.

Visits
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More people are visiting our site.

The same number of people are visiting our site, 
but some of them are visiting more often. 

More people are visiting our site, but some 
of them are visiting more often. 



Are fewer visits bad?  Always.
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Are fewer visits bad?  Always.

Fewer people are visiting our site.

The same number of people are visiting our 
site, but some of them are visiting less often. 

Fewer people are visiting, and some of 
them are visiting less often. 



Counts give 
few actionable 
insights
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insights



Segment…
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…or die!
-- Justin Cutroni, Cardinal Path



Do you know what 
your audience is 

Segment:
Visits by traffic source
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your audience is 
looking for when 
they come to your 
site?  

Start here…

…not here!



Search

Referring sites

Traffic sources
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Referring sites

Direct

Campaigns



Balanced Too reliant on search
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Graphs from “Google Analytics Tips:  10 Data Analysis Strategies That Pay Off Big!” by Avinash Kaushik 



Branded keywords – used by people who know you

Fox Sports
Fox branded programs

Misspellings

Unbranded 

Search:  keywords give insight on what people are looking for
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Unbranded 
keywords – used by 
people who think 
you have what 
they’re looking for 

Basketball scores

Packers game analysis



Bounce rate  
The  percent of visits 
with only one page view

Segment:  Visits with only one page view
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A bounce:  a visit with only one page view

“I came.  I saw.  
I puked.”
-- Avinash Kaushik



Landing page bounce rates by traffic source
give actionable insights 

How many visits came to the site directly….

…and landed on the home page…
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…and bounced?  



Is this site successful?

Get an A in Analytics 101 response #2:

It 

Segment:  Visits by visitor location 
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Visits

It 
depends.

80%
Los Angeles

20%
Alhambra



Visits

80%
Los Angeles

20%
Alhambra

Each organization needs to have its own definition of success
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Los Angeles



Segment:  Visits from new visitors 
vs. returning visitors

New
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Returning

-- Are spikes in visits driven by new or returning visitors?

-- Are visits from returning visitors growing?



What content works 
given WNYC’s strategic goals?

Segment:  Visits by type of content visited

Column1

Illustrative purposes only

Livestream

Column1

Illustrative purposes only

NY metro
WNYC

Radio 
programs

Livestream

Online 
exclusive

WNYC
produced

National
NPR

National 
WNYC 
produced

By primary channel By geography and origin



Segment:  Visits by day of week
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Sat.              Sun.                 Mon.               Tues.               Wed.              Thurs.            Friday
May 5

12,341

25,048



Visits to a mobile site result in different behavior 
and outcomes…

Segment:  People who visit via mobile
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…and thus need to be analyzed differently – and 
separately



“There are a lot of stupid ways to get 
lots of likes and more followers. 

Segment:  Visits to a social media channel

lots of likes and more followers. 

But in the end, you will have an audience 
that is not relevant or will not engage 
with you.” 

-Avinash Kaushik 



http://searchenginewatch.com/article/2202307/Social-Media-ROI-How-
To-Define-a-Strategic-Plan by Angie Schottmuller



1. Conversation

“What matters is everything 
that happens after you 
post/tweet/participate….

“Best Social Media Metrics,” by Avinash Kaushik, Oct. 10, 2011. Chart designed by Erik Ohlen

1. Conversation
“Social means talk and listen 
and discuss.  So why not 
measure that?”



“What matters is everything that happens 
after you post/tweet/participate….

“Best Social Media Metrics,” by Avinash Kaushik, Oct. 10, 2011. Chart designed by Erik Ohlen

1. Amplification
“The rate at which your followers take 
your content and share it through their 
network.”



1. Applause
“What does your 

“What matters is everything that happens 
after you post/tweet/participate….

“Best Social Media Metrics,” by Avinash Kaushik, Oct. 10, 2011. 

“What does your 
audience like?”



What actions indicate engagement ? 

Invite an org to 

communicate  

Interact

Or, uninvite
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Interact, often

-- Likes, comments or shares a Page post, Sponsored Story or Ad
-- Views a video or photo
-- Posts to a Page’s Wall
-- Answers a Question the org posted
-- RSVPs to an event
-- Mentions a Page
-- Photographs a Page
-- Checks in at the org’s Place (mostly e-commerce)



20000

Lifetime Total Likes

[News Org] Facebook Page
Lifetime Total Likes by Day (000s)
Jan. 1, 2012 through March 31, 2012

18,816

A “Like”: Just the beginning
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14000

15000

16000

17000

18000

19000

20000

1/1/12 3/31/12

15,700

20% increase



[News org] Facebook Page
Engaged Users by Day (000s)
Jan. 1, 2012 through March 31, 2012

Over 18,000 Likes but just a median 
of 415 daily engaged users

Example
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0
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Daily Page Engaged Users

1/1/12 3/31/12

Median:  
415 engaged users

Feb. 9:  
1,266 March 29:  

1,123

Feb. 7:  
905

Feb. 16:  
937

March 8:  
898



What’s a Twitter follower worth if…

…he/she doesn’t 
like you

Twitter followers aren’t the same 
as Facebook Likes
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…is following “too many” 
people

…rarely (never?) goes on Twitter

…isn’t on Twitter when you 
tweet



Content

Understand how to measure Twitter,
and you’ll understand how to measure social media
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Followers

not demographics or other typical mass 
media audience metrics



Measurable tweets have…

1. A call to action
Go here…look…tell me

1. A link that you track with link 
(e.g., bit.y) and web analytics tools

RT - retweet
MT – modified tweet
Via or HT – heard through
Favorite
Lists
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(e.g., bit.y) and web analytics tools

3.  #Hashtags and/or keywords

4.  Topic or person-specific handles

…120 or fewer characters, not 140!



Audiences and actions differ by channel -

SITES
SOCIAL 
MEDIA

1.  Who? How many?
In target audience? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Totals

each channel has 
completely different metrics

MOBILE
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In target audience?

3.  What did they see?
Did they get want 

they wanted?

1.Did they interact?
What did they do?

How much?

1.No. of visits?  
How often?

? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?



We just invested in [topic].  

600

700

600

700

Segment:  Visits based on actions we took

Before After?

0
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200

300

400

500

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
0

100

200

300

400

500

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
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Using data for decision-making

1.  Set measurable goals 
focused on target audiences. 

1. Segment or die!

1. Decide which metrics 
matter.

Optimize Analytics

Measure

ReportAct
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matter.

1.Use different metrics 
for each channel –
Facebook, e-mail 

newsletters, Twitter, events, direct 
mail….

Analyze

Measure what you manage




